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Abstract: Power control is an efficient technique to mitigate the effect of interference, combat the Near-Far problem and conserve 

the battery life. Thus, an effective implementation of different power control algorithms in cellular radio communication systems can 

offer a significant improvement in the Quality of Service (QoS) to all the users. In this paper, increasing system capacity and using 

frequency reuse concept at the same cell will be investigated. That is because of the use of a new Multi-Level Power Control 

(MLPC) Algorithm to enhance the network performance by the ability of using the available channels in an efficient way and 

mitigate the interference at the same cell. System simulations are used to compare the performance of the proposed algorithm with 

the traditional one which done using dense Monte Carlo simulations. In addition, the effects of some system model parameters are 
discussed. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The rapid in demand for mobile communication has 

led into continuous research and development towards 

enhancing the cellular network to meet the needs of end 

users. Spectral reuse and coverage represent one of the 

most important issues in cellular systems architecture. As 

the demand increases for wireless services, the required 

number of assigned channels to a cell to support the 

required number of users becomes insufficient. In 

cellular systems, spectral efficiency is achieved by 

employing spatial frequency re-use techniques on an 

interference limited basis [1]. 
 

The service area is divided into smaller areas called 

cells, each cell is served by its own base station and a set 

of frequencies. Frequency reuse is a key concept to 

mitigate the interference and enhance system 

performance. There are many frequency reuse schemes 

and strategies were introduced to enhance system capacity 

and to mitigate Co-channel interference (CCI) and to 

reduce its effect at cell borders [2][3]. Fractional 

Frequency reuse was presented to combat this problem in 

an OFDMA based systems [4] [5], the basic mechanism 

of FFR corresponds to partitioning the service area into 

spatial regions, and each sub-region is assigned with 

different frequency sub-bands. Therefore, cell-edge- zone 

devices do not interfere with center-zone devices, and 

with an efficient channel allocation method, the cell-edge-

zone may not interfere with neighboring cell-edge zone 

[6]. As a result, the cell-edge zone devices receive an 

acceptable signal quality, which subsequently reduces the 

outage probability and increases the network capacity. 

FFR scheme, when operating on a relatively large 

timescale, is referred to as a static FFR scheme. In 

contrast, dynamic FFR (DFFR) schemes can operate on 

short timescales and can be optimized for system utility 

with varying network dynamics where the FFR sizes are 

modified based on cell load. However, they are more 

complex and less scalable than static schemes. 
 

Power control is an efficient technique to mitigate the 

effect of interference, combat the near-far problem and 

conserve the battery life. Thus, an effective 

implementation of different power control algorithms in 

cellular radio communication systems can offer a 

significant improvement in the Quality of Service (QoS) 

to all the users and it is an important issue of the resource 

management. To dilate greater number of users, the 

available spectrum is divided among the users with the 

aid of some multiple access techniques and the same 

spectrum can be reused separated in distance. But, if the 

power levels of a user are not controlled, it will result in 

co-channel and adjacent channel interference. That is 

because its task is to maintain the desired link quality 

with a minimum interference to others [7]. The Power 
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control strategy is used to increase the bandwidth 

efficiency and capacity of the cellular systems [8]. 

In this paper, a new power control algorithm is 

introduced named as MLPC algorithm which introduced 

to enhance channel usage and increase system capacity. 

 

The paper is organized as follows, Section 2 

introduces the related works, Section 3 introduces a detail 

description of the proposed Multi-Level Power Control 

Algorithm, Section 4 illustrates our system model 

description and the simulation results will be discussed in 

section 5.  Finally, conclusion will be shown in Section 6. 

 

2. RELATED WORK 

Previous researches focused on investigating the 
Quality of Service (QoS) for multimedia traffic of the 
Medium Access Control (MAC) protocol for Ultra Wide-
Band (UWB) networks, enhancing its performance and 
increase its capacity using Wise Algorithm for Link 
Admission Control (WALAC) [9], reducing the 
interference level in downlink and uplink channels and 
providing the optimum SNR in the cell based on a method 
of power control policies optimization in radio interface 
of mobile network with code-division multiplexing [10], 
Power control has been shown to increase the bandwidth 
efficiency and the capacity of both channelized cellular 
systems. Early analytical work focused on maximizing the 
minimum user Signal-to-Interference Ratio (SIR), this 
approach was known as SIR balancing [11-14],improve 
the sum-rate in an underlying LTE-A system that supports 
Device-to-device D2D communication by proposing a 
novel mechanism, which combines the resource allocation 
scheme with the transmit power control scheme to 
maximize the overall data rate [15]. 

3. THE SYSTEM MODEL 

A. Preliminaries 

Among different Radio Resource Management 

(RRM) techniques, power control which also known as 

TPC (Transmit Power Control), is one of the important 

interference mitigation techniques. The system capacity 

and performance are affected badly by the interference. 

So, power control plays an important role in an 

interference-limited system, which increases the 

efficiency by mitigating the adjacent and co-channel 

interference in the system. Resource allocation or channel 

assignment for users in the traditional approach depends 

only on the number of the available channels that affects 

on system capacity and increasing blocking probability 

rate. The proposed Multi-level Power Control Algorithm 

gives the ability to reuse the same channel at the same cell 

which increases system channel utilization and decreases 

blocking probability therefore the total system capacity 

will be increased. The new algorithm depends on varying 

the power level value from Pmin to Pmax with resolution 

value ΔP as shown in Fig.1, it can be calculated as, 

 

                                  
         

             
                         (1) 

 

 
Figure 1.   Multi-Power Levels with resolution   . 

 

Reusing the same channel must be subjected to the Signal 

to Interference plus Noise Ratio for any (y) SINRy must 

be larger than or equal the threshold value ( ) and can be 

calculated as [16]. 

 

                            
     

   ∑         
                        (2) 

 

Where Pi is the user y transmitted 

power            , Gxy is the channel 

gain between Base Station (BS) x and the user 

y as Gxy=‖   ‖   ,  is the desired path-

loss exponent and equal to 4,  is the noise 

power and the set Z represents the entire 

interfering users i.e. users that are using the 

same sub-band as user y.        

 

From SINR equation, the Interference Margin (IM) [9] 

equation can be obtained as follows, 

 

                IM 
     

 
                                    (3) 

 

The IM represents the total interference from other 

users that using the same channel.                                   

B. System Description 

The system model consists of only one cell with 

radius 50m as shown in Fig.2 with uniformly users 

distribution, channel allocation will depend on SINR 

value and changing power resolution value     
 

Pmax 

Pmin 

P
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Figure2.   System Model. 

 

C. Performance Measurement Parameters 

The performance measurement is done using two 
metrics which are the blocking probability (Pb) and the 
channel utilization (Uch).  

 Blocking Probability (Pb): is defined as the 

probability that a new call request be denied for 

lack resources and if the both two conditions 

mentioned at equations (2) and (3) not achieved. 

 

                                
                    

                  
                    (4) 

 

 Channel utilization (Uch: is defined as the 

average number of admitted users per simulation 

time Uch is an indicator of channel usage 

efficiency. 

 

                     
                     

              
)                  (5) 

 

4. THE PROPOSED MULTI-LEVEL POWER CONTROL 

(MLPC) ALGORITHM 

The proposed MLPC algorithm is shown in Fig. 3 

which can be stated as follows, 

 

1. In case if a new user needs to originate a new 

call, BS will check if there is available free 

channel or not,   

a) If there is available channel, user will take it 

and transmit with the minimum power         

P = Pmin and make a call. 

b) If not, in the traditional algorithm the call 

will be blocked but in our proposed 

algorithm we will check the total 

interference for each channel. 
 

2. Check total interference for each channel, 

choose the minimum interference value, new 

user will transmit with the minimum power P = 

Pmin then we will calculate the Signal to 

interference and Noise Ratio (SINR). 
 

3. SINR value will be calculated and compared to 

the threshold value SINRth( ) , 
 

a) If SINR >  , we will check if there is  IM 

violation for the primary users who already 

use the channel, 

a.1) if yes,  call will be rejected. 

a.2) if no, IM value will be updated 

for all primary users and call will 

be admitted. 

b) If SINR <  ,  Power will be increased by 

resolution value    and check Power value, 

b.1) if P > Pmax, call will be 

rejected. 

b.2) if P < Pmax, we will return to 

step 2 again but with the new 

power value. 
 

All users who already use the channel called primary 

users and any new user (secondary user) can use the 

channel only when meets the two conditions which 

mentioned above. With the proposed Multi-Level Power 

Control Algorithm, system capacity will be increased with 

an efficient usage for the available channels. 
 

5. SIMULATION RESULTS 

A. Simulation Setup 

The impact of number of users, number of channels, 

average call rate and number of power levels will be 

studied using Carlo MATLAB simulation, the simulation 

parameters are illustrated in Table 1. 

TABLE I.  SYSTEM PARAMETERS 

Parameter Value 

Outer Cell Radius 50m 

Number of Cells 1 

Pmax 50 mw 

Pmin 10mw 

Background Noise (PN) -102 dBm 

  20 

Average Call Duration 120 sec 

Simulation Time 
2*10^4 sec 

 

 

Pt 
Gt 

Pr 
Gr 

d M.S 

B.S 
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Simulation Step Time 0.01 

Number of Users 15 

Number of Channels 10 

Average Call Rate  6 call/hour 
 

B. Impact of changing number of users 

    The effect of changing number of users on Pb 

and Uch with fixing the other parameters values will 

be illustrated as the number of the available 

channels = 10,   = 6 call/hour and number of power 

levels (n) = 4. 

 

     From Fig. 4 it is shown that with increasing number 

of users, Pb increases for both traditional and proposed 

algorithm but the proposed algorithm gives a superior 

performance and big enhancement as it decreases the Pb 

values than the traditional one, by comparing the two 

systems at number of users equal to 40 as an example we 

can find that the proposed gives an enhancement sixteen 

times than the traditional one. 
 

    From Fig.5, Uch increases with increasing number of 

users but the proposed algorithm enhanced channel usage 

efficiency than the traditional one, by taking    the same 

number of users equal to 40, we can find that the 

proposed enhanced the channel usage six times than 

traditional one. 
 

By increasing the number of users at the system it 

will lead to a big congestion at the system which leads 

also in increasing the probability that the call will be 

blocked incase that all available channels are taken so in 

this case the proposed algorithm gives high performance 

and less Pb as it provides more available channels to be 

used and to be shared at the same time with interference 

mitigation unlike the traditional system which makes 

limitation in using the available channels. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3.  Flow chart of MLPC Algorithm 

 
 

 
Figure 4.  Relation between Pb and number of users 
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Figure 5.  Relation between Uch and number of users 

 

C. Impact of changing number of channels 

The effect of changing number of channels on Pb and 

Uch with fixing the other parameters will be studied as the 

number of the available users = 15,     = 6 call/hour and 

number of power levels (n) = 4. 

 

     From Fig.6, it is shown that with increasing number 

of channels, Pb decreases but the proposed algorithm 

gives an obvious enhancement as it decreases the Pb 

values than the traditional one, by comparing the two 

systems at number of available channels equal to 6 as an 

example we can find that the proposed gives an 

enhancement seventeen times than the traditional one.  

 

From Fig.7, Uch increases with increasing number of 

available channels but the proposed algorithm enhanced 

channel usage efficiency than the traditional one, by 

taking the same number of available channels equal to 6, 

we can find that the proposed doubled the channel usage 

than the traditional. 

 

. 

 
Figure 6.  Relation between Pb and number of channels 

 

 
Figure 7.  Relation between Uch and number of channels 

 

D. Impact of changing average call rate 

The effect of average call rate ( ) on Pb and Uch with 

fixing the other parameters will be studied as the number 

of users = 15, number of available channels = 10 and 

number of power levels (n) = 4. 

 

From Fig.8, its shown that with increasing   , Pb 

increases but with the proposed algorithm Pb values 

enhanced than the traditional one, by comparing the two 

systems at   = 14 , we can find that the proposed gives an 

enhancement sixteen times than the traditional one.  
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From Fig.9, Uch increases with increasing number of 

available channels but the proposed algorithm enhanced 

channel usage efficiency than the traditional one, by 

taking   = 14 , we can find that the proposed gives an 

enhancement four times than the traditional one. 

 

 
Figure 8.  Relation between Pb and   

 

 
Figure 9.  Relation between Uch and   

 

6. CONCLUTIONS 

In this paper, the Proposed MLPC Algorithm has 

been introduced to increase system capacity and to make 

full use of the available channels. The MPLC is based on 

the different power level values which can be assigned to 

the new channel requesting users and not simply one or 

small levels as before. Simulation results have shown that 

our proposed algorithm has outperformed the traditional 

one. That is because it decreases the blocking probability 

and increases the channel utilization that enhances the 

total system capacity and channel utilization efficiency. 

Furthermore, the optimum number of the power levels of 

the proposed MLPC algorithm has been discussed; using 

MLPC algorithm in OFDMA cellular system based on 

cognitive radio and will be studied as a future work.  
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